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! The!show!aired!in!August!of!1997!and!was!a!clear!success.!Rose!was!happy!to!see!his!show!come!fullZcircle!back!to!television.!In!fact,!Friedkin!wanted!to!do!it!live!like!the!original!but!logistics!made!that!impractical.!However,!it!was!filmed!in!sequence!(Richmond).!Tony!Scott!finds!“Rose’s!intelligent!characterizations!remain!involving,”!while!the!New&York&Daily&News!determines!the!remake!“pretty!damn!terrific”!(Bianculli).!So!did!members!of!the!Academy!of!Television!Arts!and!Sciences!who!honored!the!show!with!six!Emmy!nominations;!the!show!also!received!two!Golden!Globe!nominations!with!George!C.!Scott!winning!Best!Actor!in!a!Supporting!Role.!! Finally,!in!2004!the!Roundabout!Theatre!Company!brought!Twelve&Angry&Men!to!Broadway.!Fifty!years,!one!month,!and!eight!days!after!it!originally!aired!on!CBS,!Rose’s!jury!room!drama!at!long!last!debuted!on!the!Great!White!Way.!Talk!of!updating!the!script!for!the!Broadway!debut!was!inevitable!but!ultimately!rejected.!“It’s!a!period!piece,”!says!director!Scott!Ellis.!“I!find!pieces!in!period!are!interesting!to!see!how!they!still!relate!to!today.!Do!you!still!connect!with!it!today?!…!And!ultimately!I!think!it!was!the!right!decision”!(Roundabout!1).!Apparently!so.!Twelve&Angry&Men!became!the!surprise!hit!of!the!season,!extending!its!run!several!times.!! The!cast!consisted!of!Broadway!veterans!lead!by!Philip!Bosco!and!Boyd!Gaines!(as!Jurors!3!and!8,!respectively).!Their!performances!were!universally!praised.!Ben!Brantley!notes,!“The!actors!in!this!adaptation!of!Reginald!Rose’s!popular!…!drama!from!the!1950’s!…!are!having!an!awfully!good!time.!So,!it!might!be!added,!is!much!of!the!audience.”!Likewise,!Newsday!proclaims,!“for!the!pleasure!of!watching!a!dozen!beautifully!seasoned!actors!do!what!they!obviously!love!to!do,!it!is!hard!to!imagine!a!more!enjoyable!hour!and!fortyZfive!minutes!than!‘Twelve!Angry!Men’”!(Winer).!
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Conclusion(!! Tackling!Reginald!Rose’s!Twelve&Angry&Jurors!proved!challenging!and!instructive.!I!made!some!mistakes!that!I!will!learn!from,!but!also!found!some!success!on!a!difficult!project.!One!of!the!challenges!was!presenting!a!sixtyZyearZold!script!in!a!way!that!it!became!relevant!for!a!modern!audience.!One!of!the!biggest!successes!of!the!show!was!the!fact!the!audience!left!the!show!affected!by!what!they!saw.!While!it!is!often!difficult!to!make!such!an!old!show!relevant,!it!became!clear!that!many!key!issues!and!themes!in!the!script!are!still!ones!dealt!with!in!today’s!society.!! Initial!research!for!the!production!proved!frustrating.!Next!to!nothing!has!been!written!about!the!show!using!a!mixedZgender!cast,!and!the!vast!majority!of!criticism!written!about!Twelve&Angry&Men!revolves!around!the!1957!film.!While!the!basic!structure!is!the!same,!I!was!more!interested!in!discussions!of!the!stage!version.!Reading!criticism!of!the!various!film!versions!helped!give!me!a!broader!perspective!on!the!show!and!a!clearer!idea!on!the!important!themes!present!in!the!script.!However,!I!had!to!sift!through!significant!amounts!of!extraneous!information.!I!finally!discovered!that!there!seemed!to!be!three!key!professional!productions:!the!1964!stage!debut,!the!1996!production!directed!by!Harold!Pinter,!and!the!2004!Broadway!debut.!I!was!disappointed!by!the!lack!of!any!cohesive!discussion!on!the!stage!productions.!The!research!did!help!me!understand!certain!elements!of!the!script!better!as!I!headed!into!script!analysis.!! To!help!me!gain!a!better!understanding!of!the!time!period!and!of!jury!service,!I!did!additional!research!into!these!areas.!Finding!information!on!1960s!culture!was!not!difficult!but!necessitated!a!clear!focus!on!the!early!Sixties.!Information!on!jury!service!
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proved!beneficial!in!understanding!the!group!dynamics!present!in!a!jury!room.!Some!history!on!the!role!of!women!and!juries!felt!relevant!as!well!to!make!sure!I!had!an!accurate!understanding!of!when!women!began!serving!on!juries.!! In!script!analysis!I!found!many!themes!that!seemed!both!important!and!relevant!to!today’s!audience.!Choosing!a!specific!theme!to!focus!on!became!difficult.!I!ended!up!focusing!on!the!ability!of!one!person!to!stand!up!against!the!group!and!effect!a!positive!change,!so!finding!the!turning!points!that!helped!or!hindered!Juror!8!in!her!endeavor!became!the!emphasis.!Character!analysis!proved!difficult.!As!very!little!is!revealed!about!the!characters!in!the!script,!I!focused!on!how!they!support!the!main!action!saving!more!detailed!character!descriptions!for!my!approach!as!determining!gender!enabled!a!fuller!character!breakdown.!! In!the!approach!I!tackled!gender!breakdown!which!proved!surprisingly!easy!for!some!characters!and!more!difficult!for!others,!the!goal!being!to!create!some!sort!of!balance.!The!determining!factor!became!waiting!to!see!who!auditioned!and!what!the!actor!pool!for!the!production!would!be!like.!Fortunately,!a!good!number!of!talented!students!auditioned,!and!I!ended!up!with!a!final!gender!breakdown!that!worked!well.!I!also!focused!on!creating!a!realistic!world!for!the!show.!The!costumes!were!perfect,!reflecting!both!the!period!and!the!characters,!while!the!set!contributed!a!realZworld!feel!to!the!production.!All!the!technical!elements!came!together!nicely!to!support!and!enhance!the!production.!! Rehearsals!proved!problematic!at!the!beginning!when!my!focus!was!too!broad.!Once!I!refocused!and!became!much!more!specific,!rehearsals!went!more!smoothly.!I!learned!having!a!clearer!focus!from!the!start!is!a!must.!Allotting!time!to!work!with!
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